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Background

Within model agnostic explanations, there are two categories of expla-
nations:
1. Global interpretation over all the data [1].

2. Local interpretation on specific data instances [2].
Contextual Model Interpretation (CMI) provides a middle ground,
where explanations are made on subsets, or contexts, of data. This
aids users to find scenarios where their model behavior changes, and
thus may be incorrect or biased.

Framework

Fig. 1: Interesting contexts are found by recursively finding the best context with respect to the

change in feature importance

Results

We applied CMI to the FICO Explainable Machine Learning Data. Here are the
corresponding context splits for the first 3 levels.

Fig. 2: Context tree splits using logistic regression.

Using the context splits above, the feature importance for those contexts are
analyzed. Domain experts can determine if model explanations are reasonable.
If not, the model can be modified or the predictions for the biased group can be
disabled.

Fig. 3: Using the context splits above, the feature importance for those contexts are analyzed.

Context Size Testing

When computing the feature importance delta ∆FI we also had to take
into account the size of the contexts. The FI of very small contexts
differ from the parent context FIp and typically selected if only the
un-boosted difference ∆UFI = ||FI − FIp||1 is used. To select larger
contexts, the size of the contexts is added to the ∆FI term, controlled
by a context size booster λ.

∆FI = ||FI − FIp||1 ∗ log(|C|)λ

Fig. 4: We further explore the selection of λ by observing the trade-off between the true un-boosted

∆UFI and the context size.

Choosing λ varies based on the user’s objective:

• Smaller λ will provide more granular contexts which are useful to
identify model prediction outliers for debugging.

•Larger λ will provide larger contexts and general trends in the data.
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